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16:02:40 Mark 

16:03:24 John: So what's your relationship to Linda and Susan?
Jessica: Linda and Susan are my…two of them are my aunts, oh crap. Give me a 
second. Linda and Susan are my aunts, They are my dads sisters. 
John: Okay. Again, don't look to camera. Just keep looking at me, I know it's 
hard, but just keep looking at me. So who are Linda and Susan? 

16:03:50 Jessica: They're my Aunts, they're my father's sisters. 
John: Linda and Susan are..
Jessica: Linda and Susan are my Dad's sisters, they're my aunts.
John: Who is your dad? 
Jessica: My Dad is Johnny. 
John: Let's see my Dad is Johnny and Linda and susan are his sisters. I'm trying to 
think of how to say that all at once. Say my Dad is Johnny and Linda and Susan are 
my aunts.

16:04:27 Jessica: My Dad is Johnny and linda and Susan are my aunts. 
John: What about Pierre Luigi? Who is Pierre Luigi?
Jessica: Pierre Luigi is my soon to be husband, we're getting married soon.
John: You are? 
Jessica: Yes we are.
John: And you also have a daughter together?
Jessica: Yes, we have a daughter, Gianna. 

16:04:49 Jessica: PIerre Luigi is my fiance, and we have a daughter together, Gianna, she's 
two and a half.
John: Where did you meet Pierre Luigi?
Jessica: I met Pierre Luigi when I was working at a restaurant, I was a waitress, 
and he was working at a chemical plant. And he came in every day with the 
company and they ate there every morning, afternoon and we spent every day 
together while I was working. 

16:05:17 Jo


